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POSITTVE BIHARMONTC FI]NCTIONS

BRAD BEAVER, LEO SARIO and CECIIJA WANG

Let Qbe the class of quasiharmonic functions 4, defined by Aq:1, Å:dö*åd,
on a Riemannian manifold. The best source for counterexamples in the Q-classi-
fication of Riemannian manifolds has been the Poincar6 tr[-ball A!, that is, the unit
N-ball {x:(xl,...,xil;llx1=t} endowed with the Riemannian metric fuo:
(l-lxl2)ldxl, a€R. In Sario-Wang [3] it was shown that for each of the classes

QP, QB, QD, and QC of Q-functions which are positive, bounded, Dirichlet finite,
or bounded Dirichlet finite, respectively, values d can be found for which these clas-

ses are void. By contrast, the class QN of negative Q-functions on B| is not void for
any a. Even the Euclidean plane R2, which is void of any other functions considered

in classification theory, trivially carries QN-functions.
It was, therefore, long thought that there may exist no Riemannian manifolds

which carry no QN-functions. That this is, however, not the case, was shown in Nakai
Sario [1].

Trivially, the existence of @N-functions implies that the class ä? of positive

nonharmonic biharmonic functions is nonvoid. The natural question thus arose,

and has remained unsolved thus far: do there exist Riemannian manifolds which do

not carry HzP-functions? In the present paper we shall answer this question in the

affirmative for any dimension N>2: the class Oilop of Riemannian N-manifolds

which carry no ä2P-functions is nonvoid. We also show that the inclusion Oilrpe
O[,* is strict by constructing a manifold in the delicately "small" class of Riemannian

N-manifolds which carry I/2P-functions but nevertheless do not carry QN-fnnctions.

1. Let ,S be the complex plane with the conformal metric

dsz : )" (x) dr' + 1 (x) r' d02,

where x:reie and
).(x) : 1 +(3 + e)(5 +e)(1 -sin o)rz+e

(cf. Nakai-Sario []). Denote by / the Laplace-Beltrami operator on ,S and by /"
the Euclidean Laplacian. It is clear that /:),-L/". Therefore, harmonic functions

on § are the same as harmonic functions on the Euclidean plane, va. l2l,

oos,/,
H

fl:0
h(x) - h(reio) r" (an sin n 0 + b, cos n0).

koskenoj
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An arbitrary biharmonic function w on ,S must satisfy /w:h. Let Hz be the class
of nonharmonic biharmonic functions. By a straightforward but somewhat tedious
computation we obtain:

Lemma. Euery w(x)(ä'z(,S) can be written as

w(x) : h(x)+cq(x)+ 
*)rc"u"(x)+ prds:"@)

with /h(x):O, Aq(x):|, /u,(x):y"sinn0, and /un(x):r"cosn0. Here

h (x) :,än ro,sin n0 + b n cos n0),

q(x) : - f; r, -te +s) (5 +€) (4+€)-2 - sin illra+,,

u,(x) : -(4n+4)-Lr'+2 sin n0-(3+e)(5*e)[(n*4* e)z-nz1-tr.n+4+" sin n0

- (3 +e)(5 + e)r"+4+" (ansin 0 sin n0 * fi,cos 0 cos n0),

where a,n, B, satisfy

and

o, (x) : - (4n I +1 -r ro *2 cos n0 - (3 + r) (5 t e)l(n * 4 -l e)z - nz1-t rn +a +' cos n0

- (3 + s) (5 + e) f * o * 
" (y osin 0 cos n0 * ö,cos 0 sin n0),

where yn, ön satisfy

1lIn 
-f 4 -f e)2 - n2 - lfy,- 2n6n : - 7 ,

I}ny,-l(n*4*e)2-n2- 1lä, : g.

2. We shall show that the manifold § carries no positive nonharmonic bihar-
monic functions:

Lemma. S€OL,p.

Proof. Suppose there exists an HzP-function w(x) on ,S. Clearly

t2o
+ f wQeio)(l*sin nO)dd > 0,
LtL d

where the integral is taken along the circle lxl :r. For nz2,

+ ! w!eie)(t + sin n0)d0 : b,-+cr,-(3+e)(sf e)(4*e)-, rn*" +! a,t',

1

- i c 
"{@n 

+ 4)-r vn + z a 13 + s) (5 + s) [(n I 4 * e\2 - nzf-l rn +4 +s] > 0,

It(n+4*e)'-n2- 1l dn*2nfr,, - - 1,

lzno*+l@ + 4* e), - n2- 1l frn : 0,
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qnd

t2:rr
; { 

wQde)(t -sinn0)d0: Ao-icr'z-(3+e)(5*e)(4f e)-z ra+"-}anr"

1

+ | c 
"{(4n 

+ 4) -t f + z * 1, + €) (5 + E) [(n * 4 * e)2 - n2]-1 rr + 4 + €] > 0.

On letting /+- we conclude from these two inequalities that co:O for n>2, and
consequently an:O fot n >5. For n:1, we repeattheargumentandobtain cr:0
and therefore cn:O for all n.

Similarly, an integration of w(rei0)(ltcosn0) gives the corresponding results
for the cosine terms: dn:O, or all n and bn:O, ot n>-5.

We have reduced the expansion of w to

w(x) -
As f+o,

Since

4

Z ,'n (an sin n
n:O

w(x) -

o +bncos no)-'{* *

-c[(3*e)(5+s)(4*e)

(3+s)(5*e) (4+s)-r-

(3+s)(5*e) (4+s)-r-

+[(3*e)(5+s)(4+

-2-sin 0] r4+e+o(

sin nl2 = 0,

sin (- ft12) = 0,

e) -z - sin illru*') .

ru).

and w(reie)=O for all r,0, we must have c-0. Thus

w (x) : Är" (o" sin n0 + bn cos n0),

a harmonic function. Furthermore, w reduces to a constant since a parabolic mani-
fold ,S does not carry nonconstant positive harmonic functions.

3. From the above case of dimension 2 we proceed to the construction of an
N-dimensional, N>2, manifold which carries no positive nonharmonic biharmonic
functions (cf. Nakai-Sario [1]).

Theorem. Oilrp*A, N>2.

Proof. We may assume N>2. Let,S be as in Section 1, and take any compact
bordered (N-2)-manifold 7, with local coordinates !:(y1,...,yn-'), say, and
with 0T:0. For our purposes it suffices to consider the special case of the torus

ly'l=|, i:1,...,N-2, with each {y':1} identified with {y':-l}. Its border
0T:A can be reviewed as an oriented compact (N-3)-manifold traced in opposite
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directions. Endow the product manifold §X 7 with the metric

dsz: ).(x)dxL+dyz.

The Laplace-Beltrami operator / on SXT is then

Å - Å*+/y,

where /* and Å, are the Laplace-Beltrami operators on 
^S 

and T, respectively. We
shall show that ^SXZcarries no äzP-functions whenever,S carries none. Suppose

.sxr( o§,p andlet w(x,y)(H2P(SxI). Define

wo(x): 
{ 

w@, y)dy

on §. In view of 0T:0, we have

/*wo(x) : ! /*w7x, y)dy : I tl - lr1*1*, y)dy : f t*1*, y)dy- flrw(x,y)dyrffr
: 

{ 
tw{x,y1/a+ 

u[xtdrw(x,11: I 
tw{x,y)dy.

By Ä2w:0,
/z*wn(x) : I t.(tw (x, y)) dy : [ {t - Ar)(Åw (x, y))dy

f
: - ,! r,(ow(x,y))dy: 

u{ 
*,a,{tw(x, y)) : s.

Thus wo(x)€ä'z(^S). Obviously, wq(x) is positive whenever w(x,y) is. Therefore,
,SXZ(Ofl,p implies §(Oå,r, a contradiction.

4. Next we assert:

Theorem. The strict inclusion

ofi,e < o$,,
holds for all N>2.

Proof. Remoye from the complex plane the closed unit disk and consider the
remaining manifold

,S, : (r, 0)11 = r 1@; -n = 0 = n\

endowed with the conformal metric dsz:).(x)dxz as in Section l. We shall first
show that the manifold §1 carries HzP-fanctions but no QN-functions.

Every w(H'z(§r) has an expansion

w(x) - h(x)+ cq(x)*dp(x)+ Z lrnun(x)+ dnun(x)1,
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where 4(x), u,(x),un(x) are as in Section I fot n* -1, and

h(x) : alogr* 2 n@,sin ng+ bocosnl),

p (x) : - | r' eo s r-- r, -,;;;;5 + s) (4 + s) - 2 
12 (4 | t) -t -rog rl ra + "

* {log r -2(4 +s) [(4 * e)'- 1] -t] sin 0r4+",

u -r(x)_ - + rlog r sin 0 +(3 +s)(5 *e)[(3 +s)' - 1]-' l^3*esin 0

- (3 * e) (5 + e) rt nu(a -, sinz 0 + § -rcosz 0),

t) -1(r) - -+r log r cos a -(3 +n)(5*a)t(3+s)'- 1l-tp3*e cos 0

-(3+e)(5+e)rt*'(?-r-ä-r) sin 0 cos 0,

where oc-r, B-r.,y-r, and ä-1 are as in Section l fot n:-1. In view of Section 1,

/uo(x):r"sinn0 and /un(x):f cosn?. Clearly u,(x) andu,(x) are biharmonic.

By virtue of un(x):o(f+a+", and an(x):o(f*n*"),u,(x) andu,(x) are bounded

if n=-5. By adding an appropriate constant c, we obtain a function ws(x):
u*(x)*c or a,(x)'lc which belongs to ä?(.Sr), so that Sr€.ö'rrr' here and later

d stands for the complement of O.

In order to show that SrXf(-ölrrro define

Since

wt(x, y) : wo (x), (x, y)€ 
^S1 

XT.

Å'wr(x, y) - (Å*+Åy)'tvo(x) -- Å?wo(x) - 0,

and wl is obviously positive, w$HZP(S1XT).
To show that SLeOLOrvr we reason as in Section 2.The conclusion SrXfe O[,

then follows as in Section 3. Thus we have SrX fe Oä" aö!r,r, hence the Theorem.

5. We have seen that the manifold ^S:{lxl<-} with the Riemannian metric

ds2:),(x)d.x2, 1(x):l+(3+e)(5+e)(1-sin 0)rz+", carries no HzP-functions. On

the other hand, the manifold 
^S, 

obtained by deleting the unit disk from § does carry

äzP-functions, It is perhaps of some interest to investigate the intermediate manifold

^Ss: {0< lxl = -} with the same Riemannian metric as § and §1. Even though every

u€ä2(^So) has the same expansion as w€H 2(§1), repeating the reasoning in Section

2 leads to the conclusion that, contrary to the case of ,Sr, the manifold ,Ss carries no

HzP-fanctions. Thus §n is another counterexample to show the nonvoidness of Oflrp,

and hence also of O|1,. An analogue of the argument in Section 3 extends the conclu-

sion to an arbitrary dimension.
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